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Abstract

Vietnam is regularly and severely affected by flood events and there were nearly 14,000 dead people in 200
separate floods from 1989 to 2015. However, there have been limited studies specifically on flood-related
mortality in Vietnam. This paper presents a longitudinal investigation of flood fatalities in Vietnam. More
specifically, we use the available national disaster database and machine learning techniques to investigate the
importance of different attributes of flood damage to the attribute of flood fatalities. The results show that the
housing damage attribute significantly influences the fatality attribute, of which the weights are 0.45, 0.62,
and 0.36 for the random forest, boosting, and multiple linear regression techniques, respectively. Thus, it is
recommended that the proper policy prioritize housing improvements, establish evacuation plans, and develop
a strategy for temporary flood shelters in flood-prone areas. Understanding how various components of flood
damage are more likely to lead to fatalities analyzed in this study is critical for developing risk reduction
strategies.

Keywords: flood fatalities; national disaster database; machine learning; variable importance; disaster risk re-
duction; Vietnam.
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1. Introduction

According to the Global Disaster Database, Asia is the region most at risk from natural disasters
like floods and storms since 3,620 such events occurred there between 1900 and 2016 and caused at
least 8,085,516 deaths (Fig. 1). Natural hazards almost often have the greatest impact on developing
economies [1–3]. The potential for human casualties is important to consider when assessing flood
risk [4]. In contrast to the substantial research conducted on flood-related mortality in developed
countries [5–9], very few studies have been conducted on the topic in developing countries [10],
despite their higher fatality rates [11]. Several approaches were used to study flood-related mortality.

Penning-Rowsell et al. [12] developed a model to forecast flood-related deaths and injuries us-
ing flood hazard and exposure aspects. Jonkman and Vrijling [13] presented a technique to estimate
the death toll in flood occurrences by analyzing flood hazard characteristics, evaluating the exposed
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population, and assessing the fatality rate. Many other studies examined the context and root causes
of flood-related mortality [14–16]. These studies were conducted for particular places or events and
needed information such as the reason for death, evacuation condition, gender, age, time of day, and
coping ability. Studying the causes of flood-related deaths is also possible via the use of prediction
models [17–19]. It is hard to apply these models in data-poor regions because of the exact input pa-
rameters they need when paired with hydraulic models. A lack of precise data for analysis contributes
to the paucity of research on mortality caused by floods in developing nations.

Figure 1. Worldwide flood and storm occurrences and fatalities from 1900 to 2016
(information retrieved on April 20, 2017, from http://emdat.be)

Analyzing disaster damage data may give important information for policy development and
decision-making in disaster management [20, 21]. Disaster databases that are available for pub-
lic access are grouped and aggregated in the publications of Simpson et al. [22] and Grasso and
Dilley [23], such as the global disaster database (www.emdat.be) and national disaster databases
(www.desinventar.net). These databases can be used for flood studies in which the data are analyzed
and converted into useful information for disaster management. In addition, we also need to focus
on research on data recording standards to improve the quality of disaster databases and to provide
diverse and accurate databases for analysis [23].

Vietnam is significantly influenced by flood hazards, being the ninth most severely affected by
extreme weather events [24] and the fourth most vulnerable to river flood danger by the percentage of
the population [25]. Thus, there has been a significant growth in research on flood risk in Vietnam.
Tran et al. [26] analyzed how rural Thua Thien Hue province people deal with the threat of flood-
ing. Chau et al. [27] analyzed the impacts of flood hazards on the agriculture sector in Quang Nam
province using GIS techniques. Chinh et al. [28] had a survey with households and small private busi-
nesses in Can Tho city on flood preparedness, response, and recovery. The machine learning method
was utilized to model the vulnerability of the Tuong Duong district [29]. Luu et al. [30] used spatial
analysis techniques to evaluate the risk of flooding in Quang Nam province. On the other hand, there
have been no studies conducted thus far on the deaths caused by floods in Vietnam.
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DANA (Damage Assessment and Needs Analysis) is the acronym for the Vietnam national dis-
aster database. It was developed by the government commissioner of the Department of Dyke Man-
agement, Flood and Storm Control under the support of the United Nations Development Programme
[23]. Since 1989, damages from disaster events have been recorded [31, 32]. Machine learning algo-
rithmic models have been more and more popular in natural hazard assessment, including floods [33].
Machine learning techniques are very useful to solve complicated problems with multiple interacting
factors and can analyze the importance of attended variables in flood studies [34, 35]. Besides, ML
techniques can be arranged according to a diverse classification to denote the desired results of the
modeling procedure [36]. Thus, this study aimed to analyze the DANA data (documented from 1989-
2015) to assess the influencing attributes on fatality attributes. We used advanced machine learning
techniques of random forest, multiple linear regression, and boosting. The result may help define
flood risk management strategies and relevant measures to reduce mortality from future floods.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Data used

Data on flood damage had been compiled by the National Steering Committee for Flood and
Storm Control via the DANA system [31, 37, 38]. Like many other international, regional, and na-
tional disaster databases, DANA does not include data on the physical exposure of buildings and
infrastructure [22]. DANA compiles information about disaster-related losses by classifying them ac-
cording to many different attributes, such as the number of people killed or injured, the number of
houses destroyed, the area of rice and crop lost, the amount of soil washed away, and the aquaculture
areas [32]. However, the DANA database only records the values lost due to business interruption, not
the indirect losses resulting from the recovery and restoration of destroyed properties and infrastruc-
ture [39].

We collected more than 200 flood and storm data cards between 1989 and 2015 from the DANA
database. After that, the data are compiled for 63 provinces of Vietnam, as shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. The spatial distribution of flood impacts at the provincial level

Flood fatality is a key indicator in risk analysis. The number of confirmed fatalities from a flood
is known as the death toll [31]. The Vietnamese people have suffered greatly as a result of flood and
storm disasters, particularly in terms of mortality. Between 1989 and 2015, there were at least 14,927
flood fatalities documented (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Temporal distribution of flood-related fatalities and death rate
per 100,000 population in Vietnam, 1989-2015

The following flood damage attributes are considered for analysis: death toll, house damage, agri-
culture loss, transportation damage, irrigation damage, and fisheries loss (as shown in Fig. 2). The six
variables of the flood damage attributes are collected for 63 provinces from 1989 to 2015. There are
a total of 1,701 observations, one for every year for each province.
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2.2. Method used

This study aims to examine the relationship between different flood damage qualities and the
mortality attribute using the DANA database. We focus on measuring the variable importance using
statistical machine learning models. Statistical tools in R software are used to analyze the relationship
between flood fatality attribute and other flood damage attributes [40]. Fig. 4 details the analytic
approach used in this study. There are five steps to this process: (1) collecting a sample data set,
(2) splitting randomly the sample data set into training data set and testing data set, (3) constructing
a training model, (4) applying it to a testing model for model validation, and (5) measuring model
performance via an index, Mean Squared Error (MSE).

Figure 4. The machine learning framework applied in this study

We calculated the mean, median, range, minimum, and maximum for examining the statistical
distributions of variables. Similar to the characteristic of data in the study of Zhou et al. [41], our
flood damage data have a large variation. Therefore we applied log transformation for all six flood
damage categories to better fit the normal distribution. We applied the machine learning framework
in Fig. 4. The sample data is randomly split into training and testing data sets at a ratio of 70% and
30%, respectively, using the ‘caTools’ package in R software [42]. To verify the model, we used the
cross-validation technique. In this procedure, the training data set was used to create the model and
the testing data set to verify it.

We used three advanced machine learning models of random forest, boosting, and multiple lin-
ear regression to investigate the relationship between flood damage attributes and fatality attributes.
These methods provide a simple and natural justification for how each variable affects the whole. The
following sections elaborate on each of these models.

a. Multiple linear regression

A typical statistical modeling method known as multiple linear regression may be found in any
modeling book, for example, the book [43]. The research uses multiple linear regression to model
flood mortality as a linear function of other damage attributes. Assumed is the absence of any variable
interactions. After that, we used LMG measure (the abbreviation of Lindeman, Merend, and Gold
[44]) to compute the variable importance in the linear model. The LMG measure is based on the
proportional contribution of the total R-squared of each variable in the linear model [44, 45].

b. Random forest

Random forest for regression is another method that is used on the same data. Random forest is a
method for improving prediction accuracy by combining numerous separate weak regression models,
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such as decision trees, which often have high bias and low variance, into a single ensemble model
[46]. This study establishes the random forest model using the ‘randomForest’ package in R software
[47]. The random forest algorithm is based on Breiman et al. [46] ’s classification and regression tree
or CART.

c. Boosting

The boosting method, like the random forest method, combines many separate, weak regression
models to create a more robust and precise ensemble model. Contrary to the random forest, boosting
is a sequential strategy in which each weak model is introduced to improve the performance of the
prior group of weak models. This research used the R ‘gbm’ package to construct a boosting model
from decision trees [47].

3. Results

3.1. Variable importance measures using multiple linear regression

We conducted an analysis of the correlation between the log-transformed flood mortality attribute
and other flood damage variables [40]. The machine learning framework in Fig. 4 was applied for
data analysis. The residual standard error of the training model is 0.856, and its multiple coefficient
of determination is 0.5932. The MSE of the model under testing is 0.674. The ‘relaimpo’ package is
then used to create relative variable importance based on the LMG indicator [48].

The linear regression model was used to examine the correlation between the flood damage at-
tributes and the flood death attribute. Training data sets are used to develop the model, while test data
sets are used to test model performance. The model of the training data set has a defined coefficient
(squared R) of 0.5932, and the remaining standard error is 0.856. Next, we calculated the forecasted
value of the test data set model. The average square error (MSE) of the test model is 0.674. We then
ran the ‘relaimpo’ package in R software to create significant change measures based on the LMG
indicator [48].

According to the findings shown in Table 1, the feature representing housing damage is the most
significant factor to consider since it has a relative importance of 0.3642. The significance of the other
factors is not as great. The P value for each variable comes in at less than 0.05.

Table 1. Variable importance from multiple linear regression modeling

Damage attributes Relative variable importance P-value

Housing 0.3642 < 0.0001
Agriculture 0.1791 0.0468

Transportation 0.1548 < 0.0001
Irrigation 0.1527 < 0.0001
Fisheries 0.1492 0.0221

3.2. Variable importance measures using random forest

The influence of flood damage variables on the mortality attribute is quantified using a random
forest regression model. The random forest model is constructed using the ‘randomForest’ package in
R software [49]. The input parameters are set for the modeling, with 500 for the number of trees and
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15 for the maximum number of terminal nodes. The mean of squared residuals for the training model
is 0.687, and the percentage variance explained is 61.64%. The MSE of the testing model is 0.612.

Table 2 displays the random forest model’s variable importance measures. The variable impor-
tance results of the random forest modeling show that housing damage is the most important variable,
while other factors have a limited influence, which is consistent with the finding from the multiple
linear regression modeling.

Table 2. Variable importance from random forest modeling

Damage attributes Relative variable importance

Housing 0.4546
Irrigation 0.2438

Agriculture 0.1260
Fisheries 0.0906

Transportation 0.0848

3.3. Variable importance measures using boosting

We fitted the boosted regression model using the training data set and the ‘gbm’ package in R
software [47]. The input parameters are set for the modeling with 10,000 for the number of trees, 4
for the maximum depth of variable interactions, and Gaussian for the distribution assumption. The
performance of the boosting model is evaluated using the cross-validation method. Its MSE is 0.638
for the test data set. It is compatible with the results of the multiple linear regression model (0.674)
and the random forest model (0.612). Small variations in MSEs among methods suggest the used
models are accurate and well-validated.

Table 3 displays the outcomes of the boosting model’s variable importance measurements. We
also discover that the mortality attribute is most heavily influenced by the flood housing damage
attribute and is only somewhat influenced by the other damage characteristics. The three used models
all arrive at similar conclusions throughout the analysis.

Table 3. Variable importance from boosting modeling

Damage attributes Relative variable importance

Housing 0.6191
Irrigation 0.1372

Agriculture 0.0959
Fisheries 0.0845

Transportation 0.0633

4. Discussion

Table 4 summarizes the findings of variable significance measurements for three applicable mod-
els. There is consensus between the models that the house damage attribute has the greatest impact
on the flood fatality attribute, whereas other damage qualities have considerably less impact. The
outcomes of the boosting and random forest models are comparable for all variables. The linear
regression model and several other models have somewhat different rankings for some aspects of
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damage. The variations may be traced back to the underlying assumptions of the statistical methods
used. In contrast to the random forest and boosting models, which are done under the premise of
interaction between variables, the multiple linear regression model assumes that there are no such
interactions [43].

Table 4. Comparison of variable importance measures between used models

Damage attribute/
Statistical model

Relative importance measures

Multiple linear regression Random forest Boosting

Weight Rank Weight Rank Weight Rank

Housing 0.3642 1 0.4546 1 0.6191 1
Irrigation 0.1527 4 0.2438 2 0.1372 2

Agriculture 0.1791 2 0.1260 3 0.0959 3
Fisheries 0.1492 5 0.0906 4 0.0845 4

Transportation 0.1548 3 0.0848 5 0.0633 5

Our findings show the high significance of the flood housing damage attribute in relation to the
fatality attribute. This result is supported by the observation of De Bruijn and Klijn [50]. Collapsing
buildings were noted as one of the major causes of mortality during floods by De Bruijn and Klijn
[50]. However, a significant number of deaths involving vehicles have been associated with flood
occurrences in several developed countries [6, 7, 9]. In Europe and the US, automobiles were deter-
mined to be responsible for 38.5% of fatalities, whereas buildings only accounted for 9.3% [13]. 63%
of flood-related deaths in the United States were found to be vehicle-related [6, 9]. 48.5% of flood-
related deaths in Australia included vehicles [7]. As a result, economic, social, and income situations
are probably connected to variables determining flood fatalities. The quality of housing stock in de-
veloping countries is a massive risk to life. The current research could provide a more robust basis for
Vietnam’s flood risk reduction decision-making procedures.

The results are a true reflection of Vietnamese dwelling conditions in flood-prone locations. As
shown in some representative instances in Fig. 5, the majority of the dwellings in the rural region are
single-story and in bad condition. They are often severely damaged or destroyed by storms or heavy
rain events. Flood depths of more than two meters are common in many floodplain areas in central
Vietnam [30]. Residents in floodplains susceptible to high flood depth levels should not live in single-
story homes. Several appropriate measures can be applied to these situations, such as amphibious
houses [51] and evacuation plans [52].

The most vulnerable populations in rural Vietnam are those who are impoverished or marginal-
ized. They struggle greatly because they have limited access to public resources like insurance and
emergency assistance [53]. Under Decree 67/2007/ND-CP, the affected families sometimes get fi-
nancial assistance from the government; nonetheless, this financing is very little compared to the
demand. As is customary worldwide, the effect of disasters is inextricably related to the poverty rate.
Addressing societal vulnerability, and therefore flood risk and mortality tolls requires more focus.

Consideration must be given to potential solutions to reduce flood-related fatalities. These ac-
tions should reduce flood risk throughout the long period of growth and in the near term. Three pol-
icy implications are suggested based on the current study findings to provide decision-makers with
something to consider when prioritizing flood risk control operations and appropriately allocating
resources.
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(a) A house collapsed in 2006
Typhoon Xangsane [54]

(b) Houses in Central Vietnam were inundated
in November of 2016 [55]

Figure 5. Some typical dwellings in flood-prone areas in Vietnam

First, it is crucial to improve the house quality in flood-prone regions of Vietnam, as shown by
the strong influence of the flood dwelling damage attribute on the mortality attribute. Therefore,
assistance for the poor to modify their homes for flood risk adaptation should be given top priority
in government programs on disaster risk reduction. The government should work with the locals on
the rehabilitation project and take solutions such as amphibious houses [51] and 2-floor resistant
dwellings [54].

Second, flood deaths might be considerably decreased with proper evacuation arrangements [56].
To reduce damage from catastrophes, communities’ capacity to evacuate during storm and flood
events has to be strengthened [52, 57]. It is vital to create evacuation plans for dangerous regions
based on integrating flood hazard assessments with data on housing and population since the housing
factor substantially impacts flood fatalities in Vietnam.

Third, in low-income nations with subpar engineering building performance and maintenance,
flood shelter is one of the most effective methods to prevent flood-related mortality after evacua-
tion preparations [52]. Under the funding of NGOs, flood shelters have been built in a number of
flood-prone localities in Vietnam [58, 59]. Government strategies on disaster risk mitigation should
prioritize building flood shelters in flood-affected regions due to the important impact of flood home
damage on fatality and the efficacy of flood shelters.

Since the advent of big data, machine learning methods have been widely used in academia and
industry. This is the first time that machine learning techniques and a national catastrophe database
have been used to conduct longitudinal research on the correlation between flood damage and fatali-
ties. Our analysis provides a more detailed picture of flood fatalities. It is possible that this research,
which uses a machine learning approach, may strengthen the machine-learning approach for flood
risk management and encourage the use of disaster databases for policy applications.

5. Conclusions

Based on data from Vietnam’s national disaster database, this report offers an informative analysis
of flood mortality in Vietnam from 1989 to 2015. Relative predictor relevance is calculated using sta-
tistical machine learning methods. The flood housing damage attribute has the greatest relevance on
the flood mortality attribute in Vietnam, according to the findings of variable importance measure-
ments. Our results have applications for governmental initiatives that aim to reduce human casualties.
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Some policy suggestions include raising the standard of poor people’s homes, creating evacuation
plans for places with a high danger of flooding, and building flood shelters in flood-prone areas.
Using national and regional catastrophe datasets, where damages are classified by characteristics and
recorded for a long time, machine learning techniques may be used to investigate the variable impor-
tance measures in different nations and areas.

This research is restricted to looking at how flood damage characteristics compare to mortality
attributes in the national disaster database of Vietnam. This restriction relates to the recorded national
disaster database, which is not equipped with the data to represent physical damage. To decrease fatal-
ities in future flood occurrences, government strategies in flood risk management may benefit from
knowing the relative impact measurements of flood damage attributes to fatality attributes. Future
studies should make an effort to include additional predictor factors, such as flood hazard type, expo-
sure, and demographic data (victim age and gender), to better understand the causes of flood deaths
in Vietnam.
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